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Abstract

This study analyzed how smartwork environment perceived by employees in global financial service industry (GFSI) influences their organizational commitment and innovative behavior. Data were collected through a questionnaire survey from 147 respondents randomly selected from seven global financial service firms in Seoul, Korea, where all three types of smartwork setting (working at home, mobile office, and smartwork center) are utilized. We found that no specific characteristic of smartwork environment (presenteeism, IT complexity, security risks, task interdependence) was significantly related to organizational commitment. For innovative behavior, only IT complexity and security risks of smartwork environment appeared to be significantly related. Contrary to our expectations, it was found that the negative emotion and stress of employees as to the complexity of IC technology and IT security risks can actually inspire their innovative behavior.
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1. Introduction

Corporate competitiveness depends on implementing information system capable of rapidly responding to
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Changes in the fast-paced business environment. The recent advent of smartphones and tablet PCs has catalyzed the changes in personal lifestyles and work environments. Prevalence of wireless and LTE technology has further accelerated such changes to the extent that people can easily work communicating with co-workers without temporal and spatial barriers.

In early 1999, RIM (Research in Motion) in Canada launched the Blackberry phone by incorporating a keyboard into a mobile phone, which enabled users to immediately view email messages, automatically transmitted to their phones from their email servers, anytime and anywhere [1]. Shortly, Blackberry phones proved successful in the financial service industry enough to be called a symbol of bankers on Wall Street and rapidly spread among those who engaged in financial services across the world.

At present, global financial service industry (GFSI) systematically makes use of IT systems, forming the smartwork environment for the benefit of collaboration, transcending the limits of time and space. Due to the characteristics of the smartwork environment, employees in GFSI can easily access their tasks via mobile devices at home. However, they become exposed to work excessively (work during their off-duty hours, after work, on weekends and on holidays, etc.) and in addition, actively participate in various events or organizational trainings [2]. The first objective of this study is to investigate whether GFSI employees’ such voluntary participation in organizational activities and work without temporal and spatial limit is attributable to genuine organizational commitment from their inherent attachment to organizations. Competitiveness relies on fast preemptive actions in response to the changes in the fast-paced GFSI. With the advancement of smartwork environment, employees in foreign financial firms have come to exchange feedback in real time. In this context, the second objective of this study is to investigate whether new ideas are adopted and applied to organizations which induce innovative acts in favor of organization profit generation, given the smartwork environment is clearly conducive to conceiving such new ideas.

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses

2.1. Smartwork Environment

As workers’ personal values and the types of tasks they do vary, the demand for work-life balance has increased. In the same vein, the rising demand for free hours and flexible working among workers and evolving network technologies have given birth to a new type of work setting, that is, the smartwork environment. Smartwork environment is a neologism where ICT (Information and Communication Technology) converges with the established concepts such as working at home, teleworking and flexible working, pursuing improvement of productivity and quality of life [3].

In this study the smartwork environment is defined as a type of work setting which uses diverse ICT and computing infra to collaborate and carry out tasks without temporal and distance restraints. Specifically, smartwork environment refers to the environment encompassing the three types of work setting, mobile office, home office, and smartwork center. Also, smartwork environment is characterized by four factors: presenteeism, attending and/or being exposed to work through ubiquitous accessibility and network [4]; IT complexity, causing users to learn and use up-to-date information technology [4]; security risks, leading to uneasiness concerning IT security and exposure of personal information and work [5]; and task interdependence, deriving from fast-paced business collaboration among co-workers [6]. Some researchers [7] said that what workers perceive from smartwork environment might vary considerably according to demographic factors such as gender, marital status, age, education, and the length of service (experience). Based on the literature review, this study proposes the hypotheses:

\( H1-1: \) Workers’ perceptions of smartwork environment in GFSI are different by gender.

\( H1-2: \) Workers’ perceptions of smartwork environment in GFSI are different by age.

\( H1-3: \) Workers’ perceptions of smartwork environment in GFSI are different by work experience.

\( H1-4: \) Workers’ perceptions of smartwork environment in GFSI are different by position.

2.2. Smartwork Environment and Organizational Commitment

Most scholars support the view of Meyer and Allen [8] who emphasized that organizational commitment reflects the psychological status between workers and organizations. Workers’ attitudes and intentions of voluntary behavior, regardless of reward, emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in the organization reflect organizational commitment. In this study organizational commitment is defined as the degree to which
workers devote themselves to offering their best practices in their teams and organizations [8].

The key to the success of today’s business environment is cooperation using information technologies. Collaboration environment through ICT enables workers to work depending on the autonomous choice of working hours and places, so they strengthen a psychological investment in organizations, and this can increase not only effort for work but also emotional engagement in and commitment to organizations [9]. In teleworking environment sharing organization’s goals among team members and exchanging and suggesting various opinions for achieving those goals positively affect the organizational growth. Trust, cooperation and respect for each other through these activities give a motive for organizational commitment and bring positive changes to work attitude and behavior [10].

At present, GFSI in Seoul, Korea is well equipped with smartwork technology. In smartwork environment integrating diverse information technologies at maximum, GFSI workers perform tasks cooperatively without temporal and spatial restrictions. Since mobile devices and teleworking system have been actively used in GFSI to overcome temporal and spatial restrictions, IT complexity causes workers inconvenience in keeping up their up-to-date information technology [4], and security risks associated with high technology become major source of stress for workers in GFSI. GFSI workers adjust the working hours and places autonomously, and this may increase the overall output but could promote the degree of task interdependence. Staples and Jarvenpaa [11] said that the more workers depend on one another, the more the tendency for information sharing increased, and the more the use of internal organization resources improved. Also, Pillari and Williams [12] said that groups with stronger coherence could promote good communication, group members could be committed to the organization through mutual evaluations and provide an opportunity for effective organization management.

However, as the dependence on information technologies and ubiquitous accessibility increase, presenteeism becomes conspicuous among workers, and they feel more that their privacy is invaded [5]. There exist many definitions on the term presenteeism in the literature. Presenteeism is variously portrayed as good (attending work, exhibiting excellent attendance), somewhat obsessive (working elevated hours, being reluctant to work part time rather than full time), at odds with one’s health status (being unhealthy but exhibiting no sickness presenteeism, going to work despite feeling unhealthy), and often less than fully productive (reduced productivity at work due to health problems) [13]-[15]. In this study presenteeism is defined as being exposed to work by accessibility given through ICT. ICT with no temporal and spatial restrictions might hinder private time, and workers are constantly forced by the inside and outside of the organization to deal with the flow of information. They are also forced to perform tasks more quickly to meet the demand for information processing which is more rapidly increasing [4]. This role overload frequently occurs in GFSI. With almost no temporal and spatial restrictions due to the smartwork technology, all workers in GFSI are virtually to be available almost 24 hours a day for fast global business handling.

Although smartwork environment seems to bring a positive result to organizations by improving information sharing and cooperation of workers engaged in GFSI, there has been no research on whether GFSI workers in smartwork environment were truly committed to organizations from the bottom of their hearts. That discussion leads to the following hypotheses:

- **H2-1.** Presenteeism of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on organizational commitment.
- **H2-2.** IT complexity of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on organizational commitment.
- **H2-3.** Security risks of smartwork environment in GFSI have a significant effect on organizational commitment.
- **H2-4.** Task interdependence of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on organizational commitment.

### 2.3. Smartwork Environment and Innovative Behavior

Innovative behavior of employees is defined as the creation, introduction, and application of new ideas to organizational benefit and growth [16] [17]. Although several definitions of innovative behavior exist, the authors argue that during a process of innovation employees can show three aspects of individual innovative behavior: creativity, task revision, and persistence. Employees develop and express new and creative ideas, employees recognize deficits and revise their given task in order to improve it and feel competent about actually being able to propose changes, and employees persistently work on implementing the innovation without being discou-
raged. There is a growing interest among scholars trying to answer the question why and under which circumstances employees actually get involved in innovative behavior at work [18]-[20].

Earlier researches of innovative behavior were focused on the discussion of personal creativity. However, creativity is one part of innovative behavior which helps the exercise of innovative behavior [21]. Encouraging employees transform their creativity into practical innovative behavior has become a popular issue in recent years [18]. If employees can effectively exercise their innovative behavior, it will help their enterprises stand out of complicated global business environment.

Creativity is considered as an important resource of GFSI. At present, not only GFSI in smartwork environment expects its employees to be highly creative in various ways in handling tasks, but also employees themselves make the hardest effort ever to upgrade their sense of creativity in order to survive in global financial business today. In particular, the fast-paced communication atmosphere of the GFSI in smartwork environment has accelerated workers sharing their views and ideas freely and exchanging feedback with peers all around the world in real time. Even though it is quite certain that such communication among workers of GFSI all over the world induces higher degree of creativity and cooperation, a conflict would be rather incited when there is a clash of opinions. It is not fully understood whether high degree of personal creativity shown by employees of GFSI is truly being transformed into adequate level of innovative behavior in smartwork environment which is characterized by presenteeism, IT complexity, security risks, and task interdependence. This contributes to the research motive of this study. Accordingly, the following hypotheses are constructed, and the overall research model is presented in Figure 1.

\[ H_3-1. \] Presenteeism of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on innovative behavior.

\[ H_3-2. \] IT complexity of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on innovative behavior.

\[ H_3-3. \] Security risks of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on innovative behavior.

\[ H_3-4. \] Task interdependence of smartwork environment in GFSI has a significant effect on innovative behavior.

### 3. Methodology

#### 3.1. Sample and Procedure

The survey was conducted with employees in seven global financial service firms in Seoul, Korea, equipped with all of the three types of smartwork setting, working at home, mobile office, and smartwork center. At first, a pool of employees of GFSI was formed, who had all accesses to three types of smartwork setting (working at home, mobile office, smartwork center), and then the survey included randomly selected 147 respondents from the pool of employees. Respondents’ answers were treated with utmost confidence.

Data collection was done by both online and offline questionnaire survey. Employees received an email with a link to the questionnaire. Respondents had a week time to fill out the questionnaires. The introduction letter of the questionnaire included supplementary information to motivate and inform the respondent about the survey. The descriptive analysis of respondents is given in Table 1.

#### 3.2. Measurements

A questionnaire was first designed by the authors, adapting questions from previous studies, and then it was reviewed by a panel of five professionals including two faculty members, two analysts, and one personnel manager.
Table 1. Descriptive analysis of respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>% of Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 29</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 - 39</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - 49</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 or Older</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;3 Years</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5Years</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyst</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Characteristics of smartwork environment was measured with 24 questions (six questions for presenteeism [22][23], six questions for IT complexity [22][23], seven questions for security risks [5][23], and five questions for task interdependence [6]). Sample questions are “ICTs enable me to access others” (presenteeism), “Learning to use ICTs is easy for me” (IT complexity), “Job processing using mobile office technology is not safe” (security risks), and “Cooperation with other employees is fast and easy through ICTs” (task interdependence). Organizational commitment was measured with six questions [24]. Sample question is “I am willing to put in considerable effort, beyond expectations, in order to help the organization be successful”. Innovative behavior was measured with six questions [25]. Sample question is “I translate innovative ideas into feasible applications”. All questions of the scale vary from 1 (completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree).

The scale for independent variable smartwork environment was found reliable (presenteeism, Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.868$; IT complexity, Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.864$; security risks, Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.883$; task interdependence, Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.808$). The scale for dependent variable organizational commitment was found reliable (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.849$), and the scale for dependent variable innovative behavior was found reliable (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.861$).

Validity check for the whole scale was conducted by exploratory factor analysis. All items of the dependent and independent variables were submitted to a principal components analysis with Varimax orthogonal rotation. As a result, six factors (smartwork environment with four characteristics, organizational commitment, and innovative behavior) were identified with an eigenvalue greater than 1, accounting for 60.2 percent of the variance. Each item loaded on its appropriate factor, with primary loadings exceeding 0.40.

4. Results

4.1. Correlation Analysis

Table 2 shows means, standard deviations, and Pearson correlations among all variables. Innovative behavior is negatively related to IT complexity ($r = -0.432$, $p < 0.01$) and positively related to security risks ($r = 0.350$, $p < 0.05$) and organizational commitment ($r = 0.517$, $p < 0.01$). Presenteeism is positively related to IT complexity ($r = 0.694$, $p < 0.01$) and task interdependence ($r = 0.537$, $p < 0.01$). IT complexity is negatively related to security risks ($r = -0.160$, $p < 0.05$). Smartwork environment is not significantly related to organizational commitment.

4.2. Demographic Traits and Smartwork Environment

T-test and one-way ANOVA methods were used to find out any difference in the perception of smartwork environment among employees in GFSI in Seoul in line with demographic traits (gender, age, experience, and position). Equal variance assumption was validated with the significance levels of F values of all small group analyses for four demographic lines being greater than 0.05, except two following cases.
Table 2. Pearson correlations among the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Presenteeism</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. IT Complexity</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.694**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Security Risks</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.211</td>
<td>-0.160*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Task Interdependence</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.537**</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Organizational Commitment</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Innovative Behavior</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>-0.432**</td>
<td>0.350*</td>
<td>-0.246</td>
<td>0.517**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

The difference in the perception of security risks of smartwork environment caused by gender was proved to be significant (security risks: t = −2.070, p = 0.040, α = 0.05). Female employees perceived security risks caused by smartwork environment more seriously than male employees (female mean = 3.28, male mean = 3.04). Hence, hypothesis H1-1 was partially supported. Also, the difference in the perception of presenteeism of smartwork environment caused by work experience was proved to be significant (presenteeism: F = 3.626, p = 0.008, α = 0.05). More specifically by additional Scheffé post hoc test, difference between the group with 3 to 5 years of work experience (mean = 3.81) and the group with 5 years or longer (mean = 2.98) was proved to be significant. The group of 3 to 5 years of work experience felt more presenteeism than the group of 5 years or longer work experience. In all other group comparisons, no significant difference was found. Hence, hypothesis H1-3 was partially supported. Hypotheses H1-2 and H1-4 were not confirmed.

4.3. Regression Analyses

The results of the regression analysis to test the hypotheses H2 groups are presented in Table 3. The influence of smartwork environment (all four factors) on organizational commitment of workers in GFSI in Seoul was not found to be significant. Hence, hypotheses H2-1, H2-2, H2-3, and H2-4 were not confirmed.

The results of the regression analysis to test the hypotheses H3 groups are presented in Table 4. The influence of the two factors, IT complexity (β = 0.412, p < 0.01) and security risks (β = 0.200, p < 0.01) of smartwork environment on innovative behavior of workers in GFSI in Seoul was found to be significant. As shown in Table 4, IT complexity and security risks together could explain 26% of dependent variable innovative behavior (F = 12.190, p < 0.01), and IT complexity showed stronger influence on innovative behavior than security risks. Also, diagnosis for multicollinearity was performed, and the result (Durbin-Watson = 1.884, all VIFs close to 1) indicated that the regression model for dependent variable innovative behavior was appropriate. Hence, hypotheses H3-2 and H3-3 were supported. Hypotheses H3-1 and H3-4 were not confirmed.

5. Discussions

The objective of this study was to answer the question whether the smartwork environment perceived by employees influences their organizational commitment and innovative behavior. To clarify these relationships we used data from employees working in global financial service industry in Seoul, Korea. The findings of this study are as follows.

First, there were significant differences in employees’ awareness of smartwork environment depending on their gender and work experiences. Female employees were more aware of and concerned about security risks than male employees. It is suggested to take this finding into consideration when in-house IT and smartwork technology training program is planned in GFSI. Also, the group with 3 - 5 years of work experience showed the highest awareness of presenteeism. Groups with the most work experience (5 years or more) recognized presenteeism at much lower level than the middle experience group (3 - 5 years of work experience). It has been observed that GFSI has wider variation in terms of working hours and the scope and amount of tasks and requires faster job processing time than any other industry. Especially, the middle experience group of employees in GFSI have to carry out the most intensive and extensive amount of tasks, and they also have the highest workloads among all groups as they ought to face promotion battle from analysts to associate position. It might be advantageous for both company and employees in the long run that this finding is considered when tasks are reorganized to enhance overall productivity, to draw attention equally of all experience groups to presenteeism in smartwork environment in GFSI.
Table 3. Result of regression analysis for WLB and organizational commitment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Standardized Regression Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Multicollinearity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>7.079</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenteeism</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.676 1.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Complexity</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.548 1.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Risks</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>−0.121</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.940 1.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Interdependence</td>
<td>−0.058</td>
<td>−0.564</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.650 1.538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² = 0.029        F = 1.076      Sig. = 0.371                           Dubin-Watson = 1.475

*p < 0.01.

Table 4. Result of regression analysis for WLB and innovative behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Standardized Regression Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Multicollinearity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>2.443</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenteeism</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.676 1.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Complexity</td>
<td>0.412**</td>
<td>4.211</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.548 1.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Risks</td>
<td>0.200**</td>
<td>2.681</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.940 1.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Interdependence</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.650 1.538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² = 0.256        F = 12.190     Sig. = 0.000                         Dubin-Watson = 1.884

*p < 0.01.

Secondly, it has been found that the smartwork environment perceived by employees in GFSI did not affect their organizational commitment. Here, it is worth noticing that any of four factors (presenteeism, IT complexity, security risks, and task interdependence) of smartwork environment had no meaningful effect on organizational commitment; i.e., regardless of their busy life anywhere anytime, employees in smartwork environment in GFSI neither emotionally engage themselves in nor truly commit to organizations from the bottom of their hearts. It can be easily seen that employees handle tasks without temporal and spatial restrictions using IC technology, or the time and effort devoted to their tasks get increased, etc. in smartwork environment in GFSI; however, it is verified that such phenomena are not significantly related to truly voluntary commitment. The core of the smartwork environment is the connectivity supported by computerized systems and communication technology. It has allowed employees to share information and resources as well as carry out various task processes in cooperation. Jeong [26] found that in general business environment ICT enables employees to share opinions and feedback, such activities cultivate their mutual trust, cooperation, and respect, and as a result their organizational commitment increases, which positively affects their job attitude and behavior. However, in this study we obtained the opposite results for employees in smartwork environment of GFSI. Although the smartwork environment seems to inspire the collaboration of the employees and positively affect their performance, it turned out to be irrelevant to their organizational commitments. It is suggested that GFSI in smartwork environment not only emphasizes enhancement of the productivity but also take employees‘ internal psychological state, i.e., emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in the organization into consideration. It is strongly recommended for the company to pay attention to not only performance at work but also work-life balance of employees and to support them to achieve and maintain the quality of life.

Thirdly, IT complexity perceived by employees in smartwork environment in GFSI significantly affected their innovative behavior. Unlike creativity that focuses on generating new ideas, innovative behavior includes accepting and using new ideas for specific problem solving at work. It may be easily guessed that the stress and a psychological burden caused by acquiring new information technology might have a negative impact on innovative behavior of employees. However, this study found that the negative emotions of employees as to the complexity of information and communication technology can actually inspire their innovative behavior. This result agrees with a previous research finding [19] saying that employees demonstrate their innovative behavior
when they encounter difficulties and obstacles at work.

Fourthly, the security risks of smartwork environment had a significant impact on innovative behavior of employees. Kim [27] has found that IT security concerns of employees in smartphone-based mobile office in general business areas lead to lower intention of accepting IT devices. However, in this study we have investigated employees in smartwork environment in GFSI, and the finding is quite different from that of the previous research [27]. Despite their anxiety over security risks, employees in smartwork environment in GFSI seem to rather face the problem and make every possible effort to overcome it. Also, employees’ freedom to suggest and the atmosphere of encouraging new ideas, amid the horizontal organizational culture, seem to inspire their innovative behavior; it leads to their organizational development. Thus, it is recommended for GFSI not only be very aggressive in introducing high smartwork technology to their employees, but also at the same time to ease them of security anxiety by providing them more secure IT environment for work and/or providing them wider open channel for communication over IT security anxiety.

Fifthly, the presenteeism perceived by employees in smartwork environment in GFSI has no significant effect on their innovative behavior. Since employees were aware of that they could exercise autonomy and flexibility to complete their tasks, it was assumed that they would make various task-related attempts, and their innovative behavior could be positively affected by that. However, in this study the opposite result was found. Since employees are constantly forced to perform tasks more and better with no temporal and spatial restrictions, the quantity of work produced might be greatly noticeable on the surface. It has been verified that this role overload which occurs frequently in smartwork environment in GFSI became obstacle to innovative behavior. Thus, it is strongly suggested for GFSI to make a compromise between quantity of outcome and quality of life and internal satisfaction of employees. By converting its direction from presenteeism to work-life balance, GFSI could have a good harvest in the long run.

Sixthly, the task interdependence of smartwork environment perceived by employees of GFSI is irrelevant to their innovative behavior. The ultimate purpose of smartwork environment is to encourage the collaboration of employees. Creating new, useful ideas is often accomplished through the cooperative efforts of employees and their positive relationships [28]. The impact of task-related interdependence of employees on their innovative behavior is expected to become positive. However, we discovered that the task interdependence in smartwork environment in GFSI helps employees generate ideas and promote communication for better organizational performance, but, those efforts do not lead to their innovative behavior. It is worth seriously considering all possible means to elevate the effect of communicating and sharing ideas in real time and exchanging feedback among employees and to revamp organizational culture in smartwork environment in GFSI. Also, the organization should focus on the publicity and advocacy of organizational innovation culture and concept. In addition, the organization should utilize internal training, promotion, authorization, goal orientation so as to encourage employees’ innovative behavior [29].

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

This study analyzed how smartwork environment perceived by employees in global financial service industry (GFSI) influences their organizational commitment and innovative behavior. Data were collected through a questionnaire survey from 147 respondents randomly selected from seven global financial service firms in Seoul, Korea, where all three types of smartwork setting (working at home, mobile office, and smartwork center) are utilized. We found that no specific characteristic of smartwork environment (presenteeism, IT complexity, security risks, task interdependence) was significantly related to organizational commitment. Regardless of their active voluntary business participation on the surface without temporal and spatial restrictions using IC technology, employees in smartwork environment in GFSI neither emotionally engage themselves in nor truly commit to organizations. For innovative behavior, only IT complexity and security risks of smartwork environment appeared to be significantly related. Contrary to our expectations, it was found that the negative emotion and stress of employees as to the complexity of IC technology and IT security risks can actually inspire their innovative behavior. These results fell short of our expectations with no small degree; employees’ performance on the surface working in smartwork environment in GFSI did not represent in reality how they feel in their hearts toward their organization and work. Even though it is almost not possible to control or eliminate some problematic characteristics of smartwork environment in GFSI, it would be advantageous for both organization and employees if the results of this study were taken into consideration when overall effectiveness and productivity in the long run are examined.
This study has some limitations. First, due to insufficient research time, the sample size of this study may not be large enough and adequate. This study collected data from 147 respondents randomly selected from seven global financial service firms in Seoul, Korea, where all three types of smartwork setting (working at home, mobile office, and smartwork center) are utilized. It is recommended that the future research consider larger sample for better representativeness and generalization. Second, future research could be extended but also deepened by a qualitative part to have a better understanding about working in smartwork environment and organizational commitment: collecting in-depth information on internal and psychological factors such as personal emotional affectivity (positive or negative, extroverted or introverted, active or passive, etc.) and the state of work-life balance of respondents, and further empirically testing them as moderating variables for more diverse results.

Strength of this study is that we focused on how working in smartwork environment in global financial service industry in Seoul, Korea is related to organizational commitment and innovative behavior. It appeared that no specific factor of working in smartwork environment (presenteeism, IT complexity, security risks, task interdependence) was significantly related with organizational commitment. For innovative behavior, only IT complexity and security risks of smartwork environment appeared to be significantly related. These results fell short of our expectations with no small degree; employees’ performance on the surface working in smartwork environment in GFSI did not represent in reality how they feel in their hearts toward their organization and work. Even though it is almost not possible to control or eliminate some special problematic characteristics of smartwork environment in global financial service industry, it would be beneficial for both GFSI and workers if the results of this study were taken into consideration when overall productivity of the management system in GFSI is examined.
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